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Presentation 

Medicine men and women from our community will be  

traveling during Summer-Autumn 2018 to offer leadership 

and medicine programs, in the aim to unite and empower 

conscious leaders working to be part of the global                      

ecological movement.  

In this presentation, you’ll know more about our vision and 

lineage and the programs we offer.’ 
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What We Do... 
 

We provide programs  

 

 

to sustain the           

appearance of    

conscious leaders  

 

 

who can initiate inter-

connected communities 

& projects,  

 

 

 

guided by ancestral & 

ceremonial wisdom.  
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Intentions to come to Europe 

• To unite with our spiritual family and other medicine         

people in our common purpose to serve humanity. 

 

• To meet and network with leaders pioneering the new 

socio-ecological movement and to see a common 

strategy of working together. 

 

• To present various ways to manifest a weaving of 

healthy community cells and projects in these sacred, 

ancestral lands. 
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Itinerary & Dates 

 

We are open to visiting other countries in Europe where places are donated.  

July - October 

2018 

Italy 

France 

Poland 

Switzerland 
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Our culturally diverse group is comprised of members trained in various areas of 

life - from teachers to bio-chemists to artists. Our research and practices are       

informed by a deep collective ceremonial process dedicated to bring ancestral 

wisdom to its modern application. We discover together the mystic arts and          

sciences of life through the dynamic of circle and the guidance we receive in 

ceremony and daily life. 

Who We Are 
We are Muyol Willka Hampi (meaning ‘Sacred Wheel Medicine’ in Quechua), a non-

profit organization and alternative community of 20 permanent members, living             

sustainably together in the Sacred Valley of the Andes, Peru. We provide programs to                 

sustain the appearance of conscious leaders who can initiate inter-connected                    

communities and projects guided by ancestral wisdom. 
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We work on the universal archetypical structure of life 

called the Sacred Wheel, related to the dynamic of time 

illustrated by the  spiral. Rooted in all ancestral tradition, it 

teaches us the sacred path of life and awakens            

consciousness of Life’s finality to come to perfect harmony 

as eternal beings. Working with this mystic structure, we 

can recover the original knowledge of humanity, being 

guided by Divine Mother Nature to serve life as healthy    

individuals and collectives.  

Find out more: http://www.muyolwillkahampi.org/methodology.html 

Philosophical Base 

http://www.muyolwillkahampi.org/methodology.html
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Our Lineage 

Two branches of our unique lineage are the Vedic       

tradition of India, and the Red Path of the Americas - 

namely the Piaroa of the Venezuelan Amazonas. These 

paths have been united under the official recognition 

of masters of these traditions for the common               

purpose of bring a new golden age of humanity. 
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Our Medicine Connection 
We work with sacred plants in a traditional 

way based on the structure and dynamic 

of circle (or clan) . We understand that the 

first purpose of medicine is to awaken our 

true utility to serve life, which consequently 

heals us from our conditionings inherited 

from society.  

Our medicine connection guides us to  

identify root sicknesses at the                    

subconscious level of humanity. From this, 

we call for the integration of healthy   

structures that can initiate a process of 

healing. 

Our ceremonies are always given by a medicine 

team that works in circle consciousness. 
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Our Community Founder & Elder 

Sri Gopal Das, born in France, initiated into 

the sacred path through the Vedic tradition of 

India & the Red Path of the Americas. Guided 

by the sacred medicines, he developed a   

formation center of the mystic arts and          

sciences to form leaders and medicine people 

who can serve a real global change.                 

Teaching the value of circle consciousness, he 

has united a thriving community based on the Sacred Wheel and           

traditional clan structure. For the last 20 years, Gopal and his circle 

have been developing a unique collective ceremonial process and 

methodology at service to the global awakening. In addition to           

philosophy and psychology, his other specialties include a unique         

connection with the medicines of the West (heyoka, the coyote) and 

helping inspiring medicine people to connect with the internal, mystic      

aspect of the sacred chants.  
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Our Programs 

Our programs seek to unite all aspects of our lives - family,            

community, profession, and interests of study – as an integral way 

to serve Mother Nature and all of Her children. 

They provide a space to encounter circle dynamic, being guided 

by Spirit, step by step, to discover a new vision about reality. This 

brings a reprogramming of our subconscious way of relating to life, 

and aligns our capacity to manifest practical actions. 

Themes discussed are based on the observation of what appears in 

our daily personal life, community and greater world.  

     Programs are means to enter into the sacred space 

of the circle, initiating a process of awakening the best            

potentiality of our lives 
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What makes our Programs Unique? 

Created and lead by members of our       

medicine community, who specialize in          

different sectors (shamanism, ecology,              

natural medicine etc.), and are guided by an           

authentic spiritual lineage to awaken our            

primordial vision of life... 

Incorporate medicine ceremonies to awaken 

consciousness of shamanism as a mystical 

path of leadership potential... 

Programs present ancestral wisdom of the 

Sacred Wheel to practically address         

concerns of the modern age... 

Offer a philosophical vision and practical 

guidance to develop self-sufficient projects 

and clan enterprises, constituting a weaving 

of healthy cells for a new society... 

Accompany people to find their unique 

way to participate in a sector or project that 

can serve the expansion of the global          

ecological movement... 
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What do our programs include?           

• Traditional Plant Medicine Ceremonies:      

are not an isolated experience, but are integrated as an 

unique element of a comprehensive program. There is     

always a deep process of working together in circle before 

and after the ceremony. 

Working with sacred plants of the indigenous lands of Peru 

and the druids, we encounter a common prayer together, 

defined by the clarity we encounter during the course of 

the program.  

• Classes & Workshops on the Sacred Medicine Wheel, Shamanism &           

Leadership, Circle Dynamics, Psychology & Philosophy of our Ancestors,          

Spiritual Ecology, Global Strategy, Personal & Project 

Development, & more... 

  All classes are based on the universal and philosophical 

base of the Sacred Wheel, permitting us to awaken         

consciousness of reality beyond our social conditioning, 

and access the hidden knowledge of our ancestors in all 

fields of life in the present. Classes develop and expand 

in a thread of continuity and find a more profound sense 

in ceremony. 

Food & Accommodation: we are working encounter the best locations to 

sustain programs with the natural, raw and beautiful 

presence of Mother Nature. We seek                          

accommodation which can provide sufficient   

comfort to be able to center on our work together. 

Our programs are always accompanied with a   

special vedic diet to ensure the highest connection 

with medicine in front of our priest fire. This means we 

recommend to prepare for this diet beforehand, 

eliminating all meat, fish, poultry and eggs from you 

diet priori starting a program with us. We also   

strongly recommend doing the same for all drugs (including marijuana) and     

alcohol, in order to start the purifying process ahead of time and encounter the 

best medicine in ceremony. 
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Confirmed Locations 

Italy, Tuscany: July 13th-19th  

We have been blessed to be offered to run 

one of our programs at a beautiful farm 

house in rural Tuscany, Italy. Offering 2        

medicine ceremonies during 7 days, you will 

have the chance to experience a longer 

program and go deeper in your relation with 

the sacred medicines. As with all our           

programs, 3 nutritious vegetarian meals are 

provided to sustain your connection in        

ceremony. There is also the chance to               

extend your stay to a second week. 

This particular program can be perfect for a group of people who are already 

working together on a project or community, who would benefit from: 

• an intimate space and experienced facilitation to develop project plans 

and inter-personal relations,  

• undertaking a profound medicine process to receive the sacred              

guidance to manifest their common vision. 

There are 12 spaces open on this program 

(for in-house accommodation), with          

options of camping outside for larger 

groups.  

If you are interested to know more about 

this program, or would like to enrol soon as 

a group or individual, please contact us 

(details on the next page).  
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Next steps... 

If you are interested in partaking to a program with us in Europe, 

please register your interest through following this link and filling out 

the form. 

If you wish to have more information, please visit our website: 

www.muyolwillkahampi.org 

For any further queries, please contact:  

 jessica@muyolwillkahampi.org (French, English, Spanish) 

hare@willkahampi.org (English) 

Once we have confirmed dates and places, we will announce 

when and how to enroll and secure your place through a deposit.  

https://www.muyolwillkahampi.org/register.html#/event/295/european-tour-programs-the-path-of-community-medicine-leadership-english-speakers
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More Information 

Website: www.willkahampi.org 

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/muyolwillkahampi 

 

Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/muyolwillkahampi 

 

Official name of our non-profit association:                                              

Asociación Rueda Sagrada 

 


